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Jetting out backwards from the mouth of his den, an octopus began his nightly hunt. It 

was dusk and the seafloor became a vast, blanket pierced only by, a few golden threads of the 

remaining daylight. The octopus’s bulbous head bounced in tempo with each gust forward; his 

legs dangling behind him like extension cords. His eyes are focused upon the sandy terrain, their 

horizontal slits are hungry scanners in search of a barcode. The octopus floats in place as he 

catches sight of a parade of mussels, they sit at attention in tightlipped shells, their ebony 

surfaces like polished combat boots. Knowing that he can infiltrate their armour with ease, the 

octopus thoughtlessly plunges into the molluscs’ ranks, suctioning his arms onto as many shells 

as he can carry. Once the octopus Velcro-s his bounty, he crawls at a steady pace back to his 

abode, careful not to overtask his three hearts, which would force him to pause.  

This decision was a smart one, for little did the octopus know, white-tip reef sharks are 

also dusk-time hunters. 

Looming in the distance, a white-tip reef shark catches the scent of the octopus; his dorsal 

fin juts towards the surface, like an English pointer who has spotted a duck. His muscular build 

weaves between the brine’s molecules, as he advances towards the burnt orange creature 

slithering through the sandy terrain. The octopus, having newly arrived at his den, begins to 

stockpile his molluscs. On his fourth count, the octopus catches sight of the reef shark’s silver 

frame and slinks towards his home. 

“Not so fast you squishy, eight-legged pumpkin!”, the shark bellows, as he approaches 

his prey. Just as the octopus wriggles into his rocky shelter, a sharp pain shoots up his 8th arm 

and he begins to panic.  
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“Please please let me go, I have to eat- I have to live!” he pleaded with the toothy 

torpedo. 

“So do I! You really think that I’m doing this for fun?” The snarky shark retorted, 

grinning with the limb between his teeth in a vice grip. 

“I didn’t want to do this, but you leave me no choice sir-I must survive!” 

The octopus focused on his rear-most water worm and clenched his tendons until- SNAP! The 

shark bubbled backwards, holding onto a single, wriggling tentacle; his deadpan look harboured 

a pang of frustration. The octopus sighed with relief, as he knew that his life was worth the 

inconvenience of a missing limb; after all, it was only temporary, as a brand-new arm would 

regrow in about four months.  

The shark’s disappointment lasted for a moment or two, as he sensed the nearby presence 

of a juicy eel; these wiggly creatures are nocturnal, so he knew that this time, his prey would be 

unable to evade his many rows of teeth. The octopus watched as the shark motored away from 

his rocky refuge, and picked up the mussel that cost him his arm. Using his beak, the now 

‘septapus’, began drilling into the shell of his bounty, injecting his nerve toxin into its crevice. 

The shell popped open like the lid of a treasure chest, revealing the most delectable morsel he 

had ever seen. While he gobbled up the slimy contents of his prey, the ocean dweller began to 

think about his tender tentacle-less trench and questioned if this near-death experience was worth 

the loss of his arm. Eventually, he came to the conclusion that sometimes, you have to give a 

muscle to get a mussel; no pain means no gain. 

 
 


